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The alt-right 
Diy wood » 02 Oct 2016, 06:04 

‘qu0Te] 

Given how prevalent the alt-right has become, it seemed to make sense to make a thread for them. Though if someone thinks it should remain part of some other thread we have (cough... reddit) then 1 will merge it. 

Anyway... 

Operation Google 
“the new nigger’ 

If you've been seeing this around /pol/ you're 
probably wondering, “why the fuck would we say 
Google instead of nigger? It's dumb and cringey 
as fuck’, well t answer this its done after 
Google's recent announcement to censor certain 
swords looked through their search engine, just to 
keep safe spaces extra "safe". Our response is to 
make it so Google would have to censor their own 
‘company by making them a racial shy towards 
blacks. 

wood 
Honor Rell 

HONOR ROLL 

Posts: 21474 
Joined: 09 May 2009, 14:20 
TRC Nick: fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling 

an 
“That'll never work, its too hard!" 

Don't doubt the power of Kek and meme magic. Look 
at Pepe, Trigglypuff. or Carl the Cuck, the latter being 
chosen simply based off a dubs post If we simply call 
a bunch of black people "Googles’ they will 100% be 
anally devasted Remember these are the same people 
that riot over a nameless gang-banger being shot. their 
skin is fragile and easily penetrated 

"Too reddit for my tastes" 
‘This is hardly close to reddit and if you unironically think 
that, then maybe you need to go back to reddit 
"Well okay, then how do we get this 

around?" 
Social media, social media, social media. Get this fucking 
shit trending to the fucking moon. Recently there has been 
riots in Charlotte so BLM tweets will be nice and fresh for 
next couple of days. What you do then is respond to these 
people calling them "stupid fucking googles’ or "worthless 
google, kill yourself” try to make it sound as venomous as 
possible so they definitely get triggered Also include some 
hashtags Te recommend 
WorthlessGoogs 
‘#Google Hangout (include pics of googs being hanged) 
*GoogleRiots (whenever some dumb BLM riot happens) GOOGLED [eeeanees 
or #DumbGoogles 

Also call Jews-Skypes 

G00 ANONS 

This seems almost stupid enough to Work in the minds ofthese dumbasses 

nigger = google 

Jew/Kike = skype 

Spic/Mexican = yahoo 

Gook/Chink = bing 

Muslim/Arab = skittle 

gay (men) = butterfly 

lesbian = fishbucket 

tranny (mtf/ftm) = durdens 

liberals/dems = car salesman 

conservatives = reagans 

libertarian = a leppo 

< 6:34 AM 14% 0_> > 

< skypes googles yahoos = dA 



Deplorable Anglo @SirAnglo-17h 

If welfare state is a given it must go 

towards our own who needs. No Skypes, 

googles, or yahoos 

Deplorable HMR @Hulai21 - 9/23/16 

| don't know why all the Skypes think all 

the Googles, Yahoos, and Skittles they 

control won't turn on them. Skypes look 

pretty darn yt. 

Deplorable Casket® @ 
.@scrowder gonna curb stomp Skypes, 

Yahoos, and Googles. #CrowderFacts 

SlimeFilled... -8h 

This is what america does. it uses unprecedented 
and unsustainable prosperity to import illegals to 
slaughter animals and fry their meat so that we c 
stuff it down niggers’ throats until theyre too fit to 
wall 

It literally trains people in the cutting edge of math, 
‘science, finance and management to erect offshore 
platforms to suck up the carbonized remains of 
‘extinct species in order to provide the necessary 
fue! for the spio-nig cycle. 

/ guess i never really grasped the goal of civilization before. why did Newton discover calculus? 
What are Maxwells equations forr Why did Mendeleev deduce the periodic properties of elements 
The answer to these and to all questions: to stuff nigs with fried meat until they become crippled 
om overeating. then to provide them with heroic medical care uatil they gracelessly expire. 

-Steven Crowder, Alt-right commentator 

@ 
Home Notification: Momen 

This brought to you by the people who think "cuck” is the world's most effective insult because they wouldn't want to be called that themselves. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

ply a 

Re: The alt-right Y town Dby wood + 02 et 2016, 06:11 
While tm at it... 

advancedatheist 
Alleged code words aside, I suspect the message of the Alt Right upsets a lot of 
people because it invokes what terror manag 
‘mortality salience,” namely, reminders of vulnerability, failure and death. Look up 
terror management theory and see the experimental support it has - you will see 
human behavior in a new light once you absorb the theory's implications. 

nent theorists in psychology call 

Specifically, people have finally started to wake up from the fantasy world of the 
Radical Enlightenment in the 18th Century. This sweeping social experiment - based 
on pseudoscience about equality, democracy, feminism, human fungibility, the mind 
as a blank slate, cosmopolitanism, borderlessness, mass immigration, miscegenation 
and trying to erase the biological distinctions between men and women - has come HO} ROLL 
crashing down around us because it conflicts with man’s nature. “Social progress 
can never happen because human nature doesn't change; and “social justice 
remains forever beyond reach because society’s losers, misfits, kooks, weaklings, 
defectives, scolds, utopians and degenerates have conflicting grievances that they 
can’t reconcile, especially when it comes to dividing up the shrinking pile of spoils 
produced by generations of white people's labor 

In other words, the Alt Right has rediscovered and 
essential tragedy of the human condition. It has become the voice of experience 
wisdom and maturity in a world full of delusions that we can no longer sustain. I 
have my doubts as to whether Donald Trump has really stumbled across this 
perspective, much less that he knows what to do with it. But thanks to the 
inadvertent attention he has drawn to the Alt Right, American politics in the 2020's 
could look radically different from the nonsense that has damaged the United States 
for the past few generations. 

articulated for our generation the 

miscegenation 

Angelicthug? Is that you? 

NIGHTFALCON 46 sec 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

he alt-right 7 ‘auore 
Diby Deano » 02 Oct 2016, 09:11 

The Google thing makes me think there's probably some great research to be done in training computers to examine the context in which words are used to figure out whether words which would be innocuous elsewhere are being used as 
hate speech codewords. 

Deano MASTER OF KARATE ENDSHIP 

Posts: 1 
Joined: 
Location: 
Mental Block: V 
Favorite Porn: Asules/ 
Bm 

Re: The alt-right WY §auore: 
Dby goombapolice » 02 Oct 2016, 09:26 

Ihate to say anything remotely positive about these guys... but if this whole google as a slur thing comes from the same team that brought Trigglypuff and Carl the Cuck to the world’s mind... We might as well give up now. Google will be 
a slur in a month, three months tops. 



HONOR ROLL 

Re: The alt-right Y {fquore 
Dby wood » 02 Oct 2016, 09:57 

66 goombapolice wrote: 
Trigglypuff and Carl the Cuck to the worlds mind... 

Who and what? 

Googles. 

This is the first time | have heard of either. 

Seems like you might be giving them a bit too much credit. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ag 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > i HONOR ROLL 

Re: The alt-right 7 {Souore 
Dby hot jughead 02 Oct 2016, 10109 

"insert rainer wolfcastle "that's the joke” macro here” 

hot jughead 

Posts: 392 
Joined: 23 Feb 2009, 19:24 

Re: The alt-right 7 (fauore 
Dby hot jushoad » 02 Oct 2016, 10:12 
but yeah seriously shout out weirdo /pol/ racists for assuming their strange bullshit has ANY universality 

like i am on 4chan a lot stil cuz im a huge loser and {literally only ever see this shit via ppl making fun of it on twitter, like i know angry internet communities are all just hermetically sealed little cliques prone 2 projecting their own 
values onto the world at large but like here even in the kinda circles where there ostensibly are ppl sympathetic 2 their shit most ppl still find it stupid/distasteful/ pointless and outright ignore it rather than even try 2 like, shout these ppl 
down 

hot jugh« 

Posts: 39265 
Joined: 23 Feb 2009, 19:24 
Location: ice hell 
Mental Block: if | can't smoke & swear 
Favorite Porn: boys' love 

Everything is EVIL 
a i 

‘Square Re: The alt-right 
Dby wood » 02 Oct 2016, 10:29 

66 hot jughead wrote: 
“insert rainer wolfcastle “that's the joke” macro here* 

HONOB ROLL 

shoulda seen that one, 

NIGHTFALCON 46 5 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > 1 Bt 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby goombapolice » 02 Oct 2016, 19:31 
Yeah hahaha. These fucking people think they have the pulse on the world and can control tje flow of info cuz rhey are young + online and it very hilarious to see this... roleplay? They're doing. 



Re: The alt-right Y {fovore 
Dby goombapolice » 02 Oct 2016, 13:33 
Like, the world is a constant episode of some hacker anime and theyre all the main character 

‘goombapolice 

HONOE ROLL 

Posts: 
Joined: 
IRC Nick: goombapol 
Mood: Stresse: 
am 

‘QUOTE Re: The alt-right 
Dy Deano » 02 Oct 2016, 15:19 

66 goombapolice wrote: 
Yeah hahaha. These fucking people think they have the pulse on the world and can control tje flow of info cuz rhey are young + online and it very hilarious to see this... roleplay? They're doing 

Been watching /pol/ occasionally during the election process because we live in an insane 2016 where keeping an eye on a 4Chan board helps give you insight into a chunk of the support for a major party candidate, and I've noticed that 
when they really want to hurt each others’ feelings they accuse each other of LARPing. Which | guess means that on some level they aware that theyre just pretending to be a political movement and are ashamed of it. 

Location: Smarkplex Cit 
Mental Block! 
Favorite Porn: 
Bm 

Re: The alt-right Y  {fauore 
Dby Deano » 02 Oct 2016, 15 

Speaking of which, popped into /pol/ to see how theyre trying to rationalise away the latest run of horrible news for Trump and Martin Shkreli is doing a livestream where he's talking about buying 4chan. 

Location: Smarkplex City Mental Block: Worked into a shoot 
Favortte Porn Nu cross feud 
Bm 

Re: The alt-right 7 favors: 
Dby Deano » 02 Oct 2016, 15:26 
Thread-relevant because of this bit from his Powerpoint he showed on the stream: 

Game Plan 

* | will maintain or increase the edge of 4chan. More /b/ more /pol/ 
more Peepee the Frog, etc. we will measure edginess as metric and 
put as much priority on it as revenue, MAU & profits 

* Edginess up 40% y/y goal 

* | will create revenue channels which are unprecedented, amazing and 
incredibly successful — believe you me, you will see revenue 

‘* Ads only??? 

Location: © 
* Opportunities — we need more memes, more meme lords and meme Mental Block pas Favorite Pom 

Bm * Threats — see above — no worries here 



Re: The alt-right 
Diby Maliciose » 02 Oct 2016, 19:11 

This is a Rare PeePee 

“ spasticnerfbag wrote: 

thank you fro reading 

musicoloav 

Re: The alt-right 
Diby Malicioso » 02 Oct 2016, 19:14 

66 wood wrote: 

66 goombapolice wrote: 
Trigalypuff and Carl the Cuck to the world's mind... 

Who and what? 

Googles. 

This is the first time | have heard of either. 

Seems like you might be giving them a bit too much credit. 

i think i saw that manlet weev using “googles”. i also saw him correctly compare trump to andrew jackson, although he meant it in a positive manner because hes weev. 

“ spasticnerfbag wrote: 

thank you fro reading 

musicoloay 

Re: The alt-right 
Oby wood » 03 Oct 2016, 01:03 

wha 

adidas 
All Day | Dream About Segregation 

NIGHTFALCON 46 second: 
Dor't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > 1@ 9 

Re: The alt-right 
Dy Lucas # 05 Oct 2016, 18:03 

66 Deano wrote: 
Thread-relevant because of this bit from his Powerpoint he showed on the stream: 

Game Plan 

* | will maintain or increase the edge of 4chan. More /b/ more /pol/ 
more Peepee the Frog, etc. we will measure edginess as metric and 
put as much priority on it as revenue, MAU & profits 

+ Edginess up 40% y/y goal 
* | will create revenue channels which are unprecedented, amazing and 
incredibly successful ~ believe you me, you will see revenue 

+ Ads only??? 

* Opportunities — we need more memes, more meme lords and meme 
gods 

* Threats ~ see above ~ no worries here 

between this dude and palmer luckey im glad idiot rich nerds are exposing themselves more and more so people get to actively call them out in public 

66 Anthony Sullivan wrote: 
So you're finally living avay from the folks and you're.... stocking your apartment with things you need via having sex with wom: 

1'm so proud of you right now 

Re: The alt-right 
Dy Malicioso » 05 Oct 2016, 19:10 

Ricky Vaughn got suspended lololol. Also does anyone else have the feeling Gab is 2 honeypot? 
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{Square User avatar 
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Re: The alt-right 7 
Dby wood 06 Oct 2016, 03:23 

Alt-Right Dogs Trailer 

wood 
Honor Roll 

HONOR! ROLL 

Posts: 21474 
Joined: 03 May 2009, 14:30 
IRC Nick: fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling 

bm 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > i 9 

Re: The alt-right Y {fauore) 

Dy hot jughead » 06 Oct 2016, 03:43 

itt the ugly white dudes in ill-fitting pants squad! 

look out, world, here come some perverts who've been banned from every library in the state for jerking off using the public internet terminals, 

hot jughead 
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